Introduction
if there is a country where it can be difficult to distinguish between administrative justice and substantive administrative law, it is France. The judicial body and the subject matter are inextricably linked to its existence and, probably for a long time yet, to its future. historical foundations, cultural reflexes, national legal traditionmultiple factors explain how administrative justice has come to occupy a particularand preponderant -place in French administrative law.
under the Ancien Régime, what could be termed administrative matters were the purview of the intendants and of the Conseil du Roi (King's Council). The edict of saintgermain 1641 thus forbade that the parlements 1 should hear cases concerning state affairs. more specifically, it provided that the parlements and the Court of Paris "have been established only in order to give justice to our subject" and that the King had issued to them "very express inhibitions and prohibitions, not only to hear, in future, cases similar to those heretofore set, but generally those which may concern the state, administration and government. " 2 nevertheless, the parlements did not abandon their judicial activism. in the name of the separation of powets under article 16 of the Declaration of the rights of man and of the Citizen, 3 the French revolution continued that trend by distinguishing between that which belongs to the judicial order and that which belongs to the administrative order, and therefore to the state and the executive respectively. The law of 16-24 august 1790 on judicial organisation, which is still in force, thus prescribes at article 13 that "judicial functions are separate and shall always remain separate from administrative functions. Courts shall not, on pain of forfeiture, disrupt in any way the operation of administrative bodies, or summon administrators to appear before them by reason of their duties/functions. " 4 This rule was reaffirmed -as it had not been respected -by the Decree of 16 Fructidor Year iii, according to which "iterative prohibitions are made to the courts to review administrative acts, of whatever kind, subject to the penalties provided by law." The foundations of the specificity of administrative justice were thus laid. The state's administrative activities/actions must not be hindered by a court that does not know about those activities and the judicial branch cannot involve itself in matters relating to the exercise of executive power. it is unsurprising, therefore, that in order to settle disputes that arose, it was the minister himself, as the higher authority and guarantor of the proper operation 1 it is not Parliament within the meaning given to it today. The Parlements under the Ancien Régime were ordinary courts. of his ministry (and, beyond that, of the general interest), had to rule on a given case. This is the theory of the minister as judge. 5 The essential function/role of the Conseil d'État, which institution was established in 1799 by napoleon Bonaparte, 6 consisted at that time in advising the holder of executive power -be it the emperor, the King or the government, depending on the period. however, the executive branch generally followed the opinions given by the Conseil d'État, and to such an extent that it might be said that in practice, decisions were made by the Conseil d'État itself. The law of 24 may 1872 formalised that role/ function, thus poutting an end to the existing justice system in order to adopt one based on delegated justice. From that point on, the Conseil d'État ruled "In the name of the French people. " The theory of the minister as judge was definitively abandoned by judicial decision of the Conseil d 'État, in 1889, in Cadot. 7 While the administrative courts had been established, the task was far from complete. administrative justice and, therefore, administrative law had yet to be constructed. The central question lay in whether the law applicable to the administration's activities ought to be separate from private law. Were administrative activities to obey a different rationale to that which governed relations between private individuals? The answer was given in a judgment that remains famous even today: the Blanco 8 
decision, according to which "the liability that may be incumbent on the State for damage caused to private individuals by actions performed by persons that it employs in the civil service, may not be governed by principles established in the Civil Code, with regard to relations between private individuals. " This liability, according to the Tribunal des conflits (Court of Jurisdictional Conflict) "has its own special rules, which vary depending on the department's requirements and the need to reconcile the rights of the State with private rights."
9 administrative case law therefore created, constructed, forged administrative law. in the main, the foundations of administrative law were developed and laid by the courts. here lies the highly original nature of French administrative law. France, the nation of legal codification and written law, where one of the contributions made by the napoleonic reforms was precisely to put an end to customary law (which, by definition, is unwritten), generated a law created by the courts. Be it the liability of public authorities, the rules applicable to the civil 5 Cf., Bigot grégoire, introduction historique au droit administratif depuis (Paris 1789, PuF 2002); soleil sylvain, Le modèle juridique français dans le monde: une ambition, une expansion (XVi-XiXe siècle) (Paris, institut de recherche juridique de la sorbonne, coll. les voies du droit 2014). 6 article 52 of the Constitution of the Year Viii (1799) service, administrative contracts, the conditions of admissibility for judicial review applications, or even civil liberties, the Conseil d'État has often taken the initiative.
however, we must not think that the administrative courts were alone in undertaking this exercise in disciplinary construction. Jurisprudence supported it in its mission to summarise and create law. one thinks quite naturally of the epic quarelles between léon Duguit and maurice hauriou, who each based administrative law on very different concepts. For Duguit, inspired by the sociology of emile Durkheim, state legitimacy rests on the fact that law is the direct product of intersocial solidarity. Conversely, hauriou based administrative law on public authority, where the latter is merely the expression of state power. These two divergent opinions are a deeper expression of a social choice and a concept of relations between those who govern and those who are governed. Despite this, the administrative courts, and particularly the Conseil d'État, have not always been officially partial to jurisprudence.
administrative justice was therefore the founder of administrative law and the Conseil d'État has been one of the essential, if not unique, mechanisms. admittedly, the conseils de Préfectures (prefecture councils) were established by the law of 28 Pluviôse Year Viii, since replaced in 1953 by the administrative courts. The administrative courts of appeal were introduced in 1987. if the administrative branch is now complete, with three levels of appeal and a classic judicial organisation, the Conseil d'Etat continues to occupy a highly unusual place. more so even than the French Court of Cassation, it has much greater authority over the lower courts.
Despite these challenges, it must be said that the Conseil d'État has been able to imbue the republic with a certain degree of stability. it has adapted and adjusted administrative law to legal developments and the globalisation of law. it has made administrative justice an institution that is essential to the operation of the stateso much so that, despite the non-recognition of its existence in the 1958 French Constitution, the Constitutional Council granted it constitutional status in 1980 10 . The administrative courts and the administrative process therefore constitute, even now, a fundamental impulse point for developments in substantive and procedural administrative law -in short, for administrative justice. Ce, sect., 24 February 2004, Popin, rec. 127. guaranteed by the Conseil d'État, which is placed at the top of the administrative justice hierarchy.
Judicial Organisation

The Administrative Courts
in France, there are ordinary and specialist administrative courts.
The Ordinary Administrative Courts
The discussion will be limited to those courts that deal with the majority of cases, namely the Conseil d'État and the administrative courts and administrative courts of appeal.
2.1.1.1. The Conseil d'État established by the Constitution of the Year Viii, the Conseil is composed of some 300 people of which only 2/3 are actually active. The others are usually lawyers, politicians or else occupy key posts in the French administration. The Conseil d'Etat is chaired in practice by the Vice President, the President being -formally -the Prime minister. The latter, however, is never involved in the Conseil's work.
The Conseil d'État is composed of seven sections. six of these are administrative, now known as consultative sections or chambres consultatives (interior; finances; public works; social; reports and studies; administration) while the seventh is the section du contentieux or litigation chamber. This division of labour into sections is a consequence of the Conseil's operational duality, being both the government's legal adviser and the supreme adminstrative court. as legal adviser, the Conseil d'État must be consulted to advise on bills or constitutional bills 12 . it must also must necessarily be consulted with regard to draft ordinances under article 38 of the Constitution or for certain types of regulatory acts called décrets pris en Conseil d'État or, literally, "orders in Council of state"
13
. however, it is purely a consultation and the government is not bound to follow the position adopted by the Conseil d'État.
The The opinions of the Conseil d'État were not public. They could, however, be disclosed when significant public interest was involved. however, a draft constitutional law of 19 January 2015 (no. 2499) wished to make Conseil d'Etat opinions public. and in fact, without waiting for its adoption, the President of the republic has wanted to make them public and include them in legislative dossiers since march 2015. 13 since Loi organique No. 2011 No. -333 du 29 mars 2011 relative au Défenseur des droits [organic law on the Defender of rights] (art. 19), the Defender of rights may also apply to the Conseil for a study on an issue that presents difficulties. This was the case for its opinion of 20 september 2013 concerning the application of the principle of religious neutrality in public services.
instance or as an appeal court." First, the Conseil hears cases at first and last instance against national acts, disputes arising abroad or litigation for which the territorial jurisdiction covers both administrative courts. such cases usually concern specific decrees, orders or regulatory acts of ministers issued once the Conseil has given its opinion. next, it may sit as a court of appeal, although this is now more of a residual activity. such is the case of litigation concerning the calling of local and municipal elections or preliminary rulings. lastly, and this is its main activity, the Conseil d'Etat is the final court of appeal for decisions handed down by the administrative courts of appeal, the specialist administrative courts and certain decisions of administrative tribunals for which the possibility of appeal has been ruled out.
14 lastly, it must be noted that the Conseil d'État may give an opinion (avis contentieux) on a new point of law which poses serious difficulty and is likely to be raised in many cases (art. l. 113-1 CJa). This procedure, introduced by the law of 31 December 1987, allows trial judges to refer points of law to the Conseil d'État, and a dozen such decisions are handed down each year. 15 2.1.1.2. The administrative Courts and administrative Courts of appeal administrative courts were created by a Decree of 30 september 1953 (except the court at strasbourg, founded in 1903) and replaced the conseils de préfectures. They are the ordinary administrative courts. administrative Courts of appeal were added to the judicial hierarchy by the law of 31 December 1987 primarily for the purpose of unclogging a Conseil d'Etat overloaded with litigation. These two levels of jurisdiction operate on a collegial basis, even if the latter, like the judicial judge, tends to be undermined by the development of the single judge created to accelerate the processing of cases and according to a managerial logic, so much so that most decisions are taken by the single judge.
like the Conseil d'Etat, administrative courts also have administrative powers. They may be consulted by the Prefect on points of law. 16 The implications of this functional duality are surprising to say the least for administrative courts. For example, they have the power to give a taxpayer permission to replace a territorial public entity for the purposes of legal action.
17
This abovementioned power offers the opportunity to highlight those criticisms that have punctuated the functional duality of administrative courts, in which the Conseil d'Etat is at the forefront. The duality now collides with that same separation. is the combined role of court and legal advisor compatible both with the principle of 14 This is the case, for example, for decisions handed down in the context of référé-liberté proceedings. similarly, the law of 12 July 1983 conferred the appointment of some commissaires-enquêteurs to the presidents of administrative courts. These consultative functions are in practice rarely used. the separation of powers and the rules to ensure a fair trial as they arise in particular from article 6 eChr? in practice, it must be recognised that the Conseil d'Etat has always acted impartially. only, to quite the english saying, justice must not only be done, it must also be seen to be done. 21 These professional associations, according to the logic of functional duality that governs the functioning of the administrative courts, also have non-judicial duties relating to the rules and organisation of the relevant profession.
The status as a court recognised to such bodies has not always made sense. For the purposes of characterising them as such, the administrative court may refertypically -to a body of evidence, examining the nature of the body, its functions, the measures it adopts and the status of its members. 22 Be that as it may, from the time when the body in question is recognized as a court, all the general rules of trials will apply, whether it is respect for the rights of defence, the obligation to state reasons, independence and impartiality or an appeal before the Conseil d'Etat. These rules are often the general principles of law and are applicable, even in the absence of legislation, not to mention the binding framework set by article 6 (1) eChr. 
22
For a historical decision, see Ce, ass. 7 February 1947, D'Aillières, rec. 50; Ce, ass., 12 juillet 1969, L'Etang, rec., 388. 23 Cf. below on fundamental principles.
Administrative Judges
even restricting the discussion to the ordinary administrative courts and excluding special administrative courts from our examination of the status of administrative judges, their lack of unity is no less striking. The founding distinction between the Conseil d'Etat and trial courts extends to the status of their members.
Members of the Conseil d'
État members of the Conseil d'Etat are traditionally recruited through the Ecole nationale de l'administration (ena -national school of administration) -often described as the voie royale or royal road. Founded in the immediate aftermath of the second World War, the ena was designed to train high-level administration officials. it is therefore perfectly logical -but in a very French sense -that ena graduates should enter the Conseil d'Etat and, having learned the fundamentals of being the perfect senior official, become judges. admittedly, the quality of recruitment is not at issue and the adaptability of ena graduates has always been outstanding. The fact remains that in a liberal democracy, the process is curious to say the least. on joining the Conseil d'Etat, young recruits acquire the status of auditeur (traineeliterally, 'listener'); after a few years, they become maîtres des requêtes ('masters of requests') and, from the age of 45, they can aspire to become conseillers d'Etat ('state councilors'). These are customary career rules and make it possible to ensure the independence of members of the court and promote what is called, according to the enshrined phrase, an esprit de corps; an elegant expression which is, in practice, equivalent to corporatism. however, recruitment by ena competitive exam is not the only path. it is possible to enter the venerable institution by the 'outer tower' , i.e. by an appointment by the Conseil des ministres (Cabinet) 24 . similarly, a new procedure was introduced in 2012 whereby an official may be seconded to the Conseil d'Etat as maître des requêtes en service extraordinaire ("master of requests in extraordinary service"). 25 The first person to have benefited is a professor of public law who has since permanently joined the Conseil staff. members of the Conseil d'État are not legally considered as judges in the image of the judiciary. The CJa simply provides that "he status of the members of the Council of State is governed by this book and, provided they do not contradict it, by the statutory provisions governing the State public service" (art. l. 131-1). The law governing public service therefore applies fully to administrative judges sitting at the Conseil d'État. This reluctance to be called judges is mainly due to the Conseil's functional duality. generally, the fear of a Vice President of the Conseil d'Etat, after the parliamentary elections and the formation of a new government, is a significant number of departures from the Conseil towards ministerial offices. This series of departures does nothing to help in managing caseloads and, in more practical terms, the smooth running of administrative justice.
Judges of the Administrative Courts and Administrative Courts of Appeal
Judges sitting at the administrative courts and administrative courts of appeal are known as Conseillers (Councillors). They belong to a single body, separate from the Conseil d'Etat. While in principle they too are recruited on graduating from the ena, this process accounts for the recruitment of one-quarter of councillors. in reality the main recruitment method is based on an competitive examination, which became permanent in 2012.
Councillors have no status as magistrates within the meaning of article 64 of the Constitution; this has been the case for some time. Despite their wish, the Conseil d'État has opposed granting them that status.
26 however, what could not be obtained through case law was secured by law. The law of 12 march 2012 added their status as magistrates to the CJa. 27 While no provision is made for tenure in the same way as sitting judges in the judicial courts, this omission does not raise difficulties from the viewpoint of the independence of administrative judges. The CJa provides that they cannot be given a new posting without their prior consent, which is equivalent to a form of tenure.
28 lastly, career management is ensured, slightly in the image of the Conseil supérieur de la magistrature (Csm -supreme Council of the Judiciary) for the ordinary courts, by the Conseil supérieur des TA et CAA.
The Jurisdiction of the Administrative Courts
The scope of the jurisdiction of the administrative courts overlaps with the issue of the content of administrative law and the question of whether there is a criterion of administrative law. The administrative courts have built their own jurisdiction whilst developing their law. Today, their jurisdiction is no longer in any doubt and even enjoys a degree of protection.
The Principle of Separation
The separation of the judicial and administrative courts generally poses few if any difficulties in terms of litigation. nevertheless, this question has long stirred up jurisprudence insofar as it was closely related to the disciplinary area of administrative law. The adage "la compétence suit le fond" ("the jurisdiction follows the substance") presupposes knowledge of the applicable law (civil or administrative) to determine the competent court (civil or administrative). This reasoning is also contained in the Blanco decision.
29 it is also that of the jurisprudential disputation between Duguit, and especially gaston Jèze, and hauriou. For Duguit -Jèze, only activities and acts with a public service purpose required public law rules and, therefore, the jurisdiction of administrative courts. For hauriou, only the activities and actions expressing public authority required public law rules and therefore the jurisdiction of administrative courts. Without being able to examine every development in case law, it can be said that today the two are complementary, so much so that it no longer any criterion for the jurisdiction of the administrative courts other but grounds of jurisdiction. however, this is not because the jurisdiction of administrative courts is of common law when the administration is concerned that the judicial courts are systematically disregarded. exceptions remain.
Grounds of Jurisdiction
if one were to give an especially brief summary, it would appear that two criteria serve in understanding the jurisdiction of the administrative courts: an organic criterion and a material criterion. The organic criterion concerns the public or private nature of the person involved in the dispute. The material criterion concerns either the nature of the activity (is it a public service?), 30 or the nature of the act adopted (did this involve the exercise of public powers?).
31 Despite some uncertainties in case law, the public service criterion remains the benchmark. however, a distinction was made between services publics administratifs (sPa -administrative public services), which fall largely within the remit of the administrative court; and service public industriel et commercial (sPiC -industrial and commercial public service), which is predominantly subject to the jurisdiction of the ordinary courts.
lastly, it should be noted that, even if it is true that in most cases the adage "the jurisdiction follows the substance" is well and truly respected, it is not systematically so. For example, the administrative court applies competition law, which is primarily composed of private law rules. it may also apply criminal law to the administration, not to condemn it as a legal person, but to annul an act that would otherwise place 29 Cf., above.
30 TC, 28 march 1955, Effimief, rec. 617 ; Ce, sect. 20 avril 1956, Bertin et Grimouard, rec. 167 et 168. 31 Ce, 31 July1912, Société des granits porphyroïdes des Vosges, rec. 909. The CC also considered, in its decision of 23 January 1987, Conseil de la concurrence, that the cancellation and reformation of "decisions taken in the exercise of public authority" fell within the jurisdiction of the administrative courts. The articulation of these two criteria is not always simple: Ce sect., 28 June 1963, Narcy, rec. 401; Ce, sect., 22 February 2007, APREI, rec. 92. the public official in a position of infringing criminal law provisions. 32 Conversely, the judicial court have jurisdiction to hear cases involving the liability of the judicial police and applies general rules of administrative liability. 
Exceptions to Jurisdiction
as mentioned above, the judicial courts have jurisdiction in principle to hear disputes between a sPiC and a user. however, beyond this scenario -and many other special cases 34 -there are two situations in which the ordinary courts will have jurisdiction even though logic dictates that it should fall to the administrative courts. Firstly, the judicial courts have jurisdiction for litigation involving judicial justice. This situation is explained by the principle of the separation of judicial and administrative courts. owing to the fact that justice is a public service, judicial jurisdiction is not absolute. This is a thorny question to day the least as, whilst remaining a public service, the constitutional independence of the judiciary must not lead to a subordination of the judicial courts with regard to the administrative courts. The separation of powers was set down long ago by a decision of the Tribunal des conflicts (Court of Jurisdictional Conflict) in Préfet de Guyane, 35 according to which the judicial courts have jurisdiction for all that relates to the operation of the judicial public service; the administrative courts have jurisdiction for matters relating to the organisation of the judicial public service. The difference is sometimes tenuous.
36
The trend, however, is to have a broad view of the jurisdiction of the administrative courts and the decisions that are considered as inseparable from the organisation of the public service that is the justice system. Thus, the state's liability may be incurred before the administrative courts for the activities of the judicial police related to the judicial public service.
37 Purely judicial acts continue to fall within the remit of the judicial courts, as is the case of the appointment of assize court presidents by the President of the Court of appeal, the decisions of legal aid services or acts for 32 Ce, ass. 6 December 1966, Société Lambda, rec. 466. 33 Cass. Civ. 23 november 1956, Giry, Bull. ii. 407. For a recent application concerning police controls, cf., Cour d'appel de Paris, 24 June 2015, no. 13/24277. 34 mention should be made of those cases in which the criminal court has jurisdiction to assess the lawfulness of an administrative act without being able to annul it. similarly, the judicial courts have jurisdiction to assess the damage suffered as a consequence of compulsory treatment ordered by the administration which takes place without consent. 35 TC, 27 november 1952, Préfet de la Guyane, rec. 642; Ce, ass., 17 December 1953, Falco et Vidaillac, rec. 175. 36 Case law gives the administrative court the exact jurisdiction that it considers detachable from the enforcement of judgments, such as the amnesty decrees with the decision in Dalmas de Polignac of 22 november 1953. however, the decrees declaring clemency for a convicted person fall outside the jurisdiction of the administrative court, being the exclusive power of the head of state. 37 TC, 9 march 2015, Consorts C-R, req. no. 3990. enforcing judgments. as regards the decisions of enforcement judges, these may fall either to the administrative or judicial courts depending on their content. 38 secondly, the judicial courts have jurisdiction for disputes involving the violation of certain fundamental rights. These are exceptions that fall to the judicial courts as guarantors of individual freedom and the right of property. They concern assault 39 and illegal expropriation.
40 assault, traditionally defined as an act manifestly not linked to the administration, 41 est an infringement of the right of ownership or to individual freedom. 42 in Bergoend, 43 the Tribunal des conflits gave a stricter definition of the scope in which only the total extinction of property rights may constitute a violation of property rights and not a mere infringement. illegal expropriation is there to punish violations to real property. as it did for assault, the Tribunal has restricted the scope of illegal expropriation.
44 again, only definitive dispossession constitutes an illegal expropriation. Temporary dispossession therefore falls within the remit of the administrative courts. The establishment of référé-liberté proceedings (essentially an application for the protection of fundamental freedoms) by the law of 30 June 2000, however, has resulted in a decline in the value and utility of such remedies. 
Protecting the Separation
aside from the constitutionalisation of the administrative courts by the Constitutional Council, 46 the Tribunal des conflits -composed of an equal number of members from the Conseil d'État and the Court of Cassation -is tasked with preserving jurisdictional duality. it must rule on conflicts of jurisdiction between ordinary courts and administrative courts.
47 it has also just undergone significant 38 a temporary absence granted to a prisoner is an administrative decision; however, decisions concerning the duration or nature of sentences fall to the judicial courts. This was provided by the Constitution of the second republic. it was then abolished and reinstated by the law of 24 may 1872.
reform. 48 aside from those rare cases in which it rules on substantive aspects, 49 the greater part of the Tribunal's work lies in resolving conflicts of jurisdiction between ordinary courts and administrative courts. it can hear cases of negative or positive conflict. There are negative conflicts when neither court considers that it has jurisdiction to hear the case brought before it. There are positive conflicts when both courts consider that they have jurisdiction. in the latter situation, further to proceedings, the Prefect will raise the conflict of jurisdiction and apply to the Tribunal des conflits. Where there is a negative conflict, the decree of 25 July 1960 provides that, if a court declines jurisdiction in a decision that then becomes final, the second court, if it too considers that it does not have jurisdiction, shall refer the matter to the Tribunal. The disadvantage of this procedure is that the applicant must previously have applied to both courts. That is why there are other referral methods. The Conseil d'État and the Court of Cassation can thus apply to the Tribunal when they consider that a serious question of jurisdiction has arisen in a case before them. The difficulty is that this referral is for supreme courts, which means that the applicant has passed all stages of proceedings before both courts, and therefore they had the financial means to 'afford' such proceedings. This is why the 2015 reform opened the referral for serious jurisdiction issues to all lower courts.
We will conclude by saying that there is one last technique for protecting the separation of the different types of court: referrals for preliminary rulings. This is not the same as referrals made by national courts to the european Court of Justice. it is a referral for a preliminary ruling, made by the judicial court to the administrative court where the former court is required to rule first on a question of administrative law. 50 The judicial court cannot in fact assess the lawfulness of an administrative act and cannot interpret an individual administrative act the meaning of which is not clear. 51 The preliminary ruling given by the administrative court is binding on the judicial court ruling in the main proceedings. it should be noted that adjustments have been made to this procedure by case law, particularly where eu law is at issue, 52 but also owing to the law of 16 February 2015.
Citizens can challenge the lawfulness of acts adopted by the administration or assert rights against the latter through various remedies. The current classification of appeals available in the administrative courts comes history. it was forged by the courts and the systematisation of jurisprudence. Two main classifications have been put forward. 54 who distinguished different types of litigation on the basis of the powers recognised to the court when considering the merits of the claim. They identified four types of litigation: actions brought on grounds of ultra vires, in which the court may only annul the challenged decision; full litigation or (the terms are synonymous) full jurisdiction litigation, in which the judge can reform the administrative act; litigation on interpretation or validity, through a referral for a preliminary ruling made the judicial court to the administrative court, in which the latter rules on the lawfulness of an act without settling the dispute between the parties; and enforcement litigation, in which the court can order a citizen to repair the damage caused to the public domain.
The second classification is material. it results from the work of léon Duguit who, in the late 19th century, established the distinction between different types of litigation on the basis of the nature of the issue put to the court. 55 This criterion serves to identify objective litigation, which concerns the lawfulness of an act (such as appeals brought on grounds of ultra vires, actions involving an assessment of lawfulness, or certain other cases such as tax or electoral disputes); and subjective litigation, in which the court must rule on the existence of individual rights which the applicant derives from a single situation, such as contractual or liability disputes.
These classifications, the primary value of which is educational, are not contradictory and may be combined. in practice the formal classification is the most important, however, because it helps to understand the different facets of the role played by the administrative court. Depending on the case concerned, the legal rules applicable to the appeal will not be the same. Within this classification, the appeal on grounds of ultra vires and full remedy actions hold a special place because they are predominant in the jurisdictional activity of the administrative courts. This distinction has evolved over time. To this must be added litigation concerning the implementation of the question prioritaire de constitutionnalité (priority preliminary ruling on constitutionality), to challenge the constitutionality of a law already in force.
The Remedies Available before the Administrative Court
Citizens can challenge the lawfulness of acts adopted by the administration or assert rights against the latter through various remedies. The current classification of appeals available in the administrative courts comes history. it was forged by the courts and the systematisation of jurisprudence. Two main classifications have been put forward.
The first classification is formal. Developed in the nineteenth century, it is derived from the synthesis of the work of two state councillors, leon aucoc 56 and edouard laferrière, 57 who distinguished different types of litigation on the basis of the powers recognised to the court when considering the merits of the claim. They identified four types of litigation: actions brought on grounds of ultra vires, in which the court may only annul the challenged decision; full litigation or (the terms are synonymous) full jurisdiction litigation, in which the judge can reform the administrative act; litigation on interpretation or validity, through a referral for a preliminary ruling made the judicial court to the administrative court, in which the latter rules on the lawfulness of an act without settling the dispute between the parties; and enforcement litigation, in which the court can order a citizen to repair the damage caused to the public domain.
The second classification is material. it results from the work of léon Duguit who, in the late 19th century, established the distinction between different types of litigation on the basis of the nature of the issue put to the court. 58 This criterion serves to identify objective litigation, which concerns the lawfulness of an act (such as appeals brought on grounds of ultra vires, actions involving an assessment of lawfulness, or certain other cases such as tax or electoral disputes); and subjective litigation, in which the court must rule on the existence of individual rights which the applicant derives from a single situation, such as contractual or liability disputes.
These classifications, the primary value of which is educational, are not contradictory and may be combined. in practice the formal classification is the most important, however, because it helps to understand the different facets of the role played by the administrative court. Depending on the case concerned, the legal rules applicable to the appeal will not be the same. Within this classification, the appeal on grounds of ultra vires and full remedy actions hold a special place because they are predominant in the jurisdictional activity of the administrative courts. This distinction has evolved over time. To this must be added litigation concerning the implementation of the question prioritaire de constitutionnalité (priority preliminary ruling on constitutionality), to challenge the constitutionality of a law already in force. 
The Distinction between Actions on Grounds of Ultra Vires and Full Remedy Proceedings
Actions on Grounds of ultra Vires
The action on grounds of ultra vires was created and perfected by the Conseil d'Etat. 'Trial in action ' , 59 in the words of edouard laferrière, the action on grounds of ultra vires is an instrument of French political liberalism developed from the last third of the nineteenth century. it has long appeared as "the most effective weapon, the most practical, most economical that exists in the world to defend individual freedoms. " 60 open against any administrative act, even in the absence of legislation, 61 this action allows any citizen to ensure that administrative action is lawful. This explains why, in assessing the lawfulness of the act, the court considers the situation of law and fact existing at the date the administration adopted its decision. The decision to annul, having the authority of res judicata, is binding on all. in addition, litigants are under no obligation to engage a lawyer; their interest in bringing proceedings is assessed broadly, without having to prove the infringement of a right, and in the event of withdrawal it is possible to do so under relatively flexible conditions. The court's powers have long been restricted to the annulment of the act at issue, which occasionally results in the decision having only limited effects for litigants. This is not the case in the context of full remedy proceedings.
Full Remedy Proceedings
Full remedy proceedings, unlike actions on grounds of ultra vires, are not homogeneous. There are at least two kinds of full remedy proceedings. Firstly, the court can hear subjective full remedy proceedings, the purpose of which, as the name suggests, is to have an individual right recognised. it mainly concerns contractual disputes and litigation involving administrative liability. on the other hand, there are objective full remedy proceedings, which admittedly concern the lawfulness of an act but in which the court's powers are not limited to annulment (cases concerning taxation, penalties, listed buildings, etc.).
Different full remedy proceedings are designed to secure the restoration of a legal situation. The court therefore rules in light of the situation of law and fact existing on the day when it hands down its decision; it holds a wide range of powers allowing it to alter the decision at issue or to substitute its judgment for that of the administration. 
Developments in the Distinction
since the 1970s, the administrative courts, especially under the influence of european laws, have searched for a better guarantee of citizens' rights and, concomitantly, the increased effectiveness of legal actions. These factors have changed for the action on grounds of ultra vires and overhauled full remedy proceedings.
The New Action on Grounds of Ultra Vires
The major deficiency in the action on grounds of ultra vires was linked to the inability to fully resolve the applicant's situation when bringing the action. annulment could sometimes not be sufficient, specifically if the applicant sought to challenge a refusal 62 or, on the contrary, a decision that was excessive in light of the general interest. The court's powers were therefore enhanced. on the one hand, in order to improve the effectiveness of this remedy for citizens, the law of 8 February 1995 63 gave the courts a power of injunction with regard to the administration, subject to a fine where applicable. The courts may therefore indicate to the administration all the consequences to be drawn from the annulment decision. Furthermore, to better reflect the general interest, the Conseil d'Etat has, in its case law, granted new powers to courts hearing such cases: they can now avoid the annulment of a decision which may have a different legal basis (change of legal basis or grounds) 64 or temper the effects of their decisions over time by derogating from the principle of retroactivity.
Overhauling Full Remedy Proceedings
Full remedy proceedings have been overhauled. on the one hand, owing to the court's powers, the scope of full remedy proceedings has increased. The legislature has opened this remedy against various sanctions, including those adopted by regulatory authorities. 65 remedy proceedings have also been extended and refined. The administrative courts can now ensure a better balance of interests between lawfulness and legal certainty for the benefit of the latter objective. Thus, in opening full remedy proceedings to third parties in order to challenge administrative contracts, the Conseil d'Etat also stated that the court hearing the case may decide on the continuation of the contract; invite the parties to regularise or amend the contract; order the termination or cancellation of the contract, with deferred effect where applicable; or compensate a party.
68
These developments tend to blur the distinction between actions brought on grounds of ultra vires and full remedy proceedings, as the courts hearing ultra vires actions have acquired a kind of power of reform.
69 only a few procedural differences remain, such as the date chosen by the court in order to assess the lawfulness of the contested decision.
The Emergence of the Question Prioritaire de Constitutionnalité
Very belatedly compared to other european states, France instituted a process for the a posteriori constitutional review of laws. The Constitutional law of 23 July 2008 70 introduced the specific mechanism of the question prioritaire de constitutionnalité, which allows a litigant to apply to the Constitutional Council for the repeal of laws that infringe rights and freedoms guaranteed by the Constitution. under the terms of article 61-1 of the Constitution, the question prioritaire de constitutionnalité involves the lower courts, administrative or judicial, which must, during ongoing proceeding, ensure in particular that the issue is not devoid of merit and that its resolution will allow judgment to be given in the case between the parties. if this is so, the matter is forwarded to the Conseil d'Etat (for the administrative courts) or the Court of Cassation (for the judicial courts), both of which act as filters. neither can declare a law contrary to the Constitution. Their only role is to ensure that the matter is sufficiently serious. if so, the matter is forwarded to the Constitutional Council which will decide on the constitutionality of the law, declaring it either contrary to or consistent with the Constitution. if the answer is negative, the matter will be dismissed by the Conseil d'Etat or Court of Cassation and the case will resume its course; this is tantamount to the latter courts declaring that the law is consistent with the Constitution 
Fundamental Principles Applicable to Administrative Proceedings
The concept of 'basic principles' applicable to proceedings before the administrative courts is not an enshrined term. Case law has mentioned "general principles that govern the operation of administrative courts" 71 and the doctrine of 'general principles' in relation with the theory of general principles of law 72 or even 'guiding principles '. 73 it took the CJa to draw out the legal consequences by introducing what was dubbed a "decalogue" within its opening provisions. articles l.1 to l.11 actually set down the fundamental principles of administrative proceedings that govern the proceedings as a whole. They are diverse and among them we can distinguish the principles governing the organisation of justice (a) and the principles relating to the fairness of the proceedings (B).
Principles Governing the Organisation of Justice
These are structural principles that do not necessarily appear in the 'Decalogue' but are implied by the existence of administrative justice and the very idea of justice. We can count at least three: independence, impartiality, and collegiality.
The principle of judicial independence must be reaffirmed with greater force with regard to administrative justice. it is well known how difficult it is to gain greater independence from and we cannot overstate that "to judge the administration is still to administer. " That independence was reiterated by the Conseil d'Etat and implies, on the one hand, that a court does not have to take instructions from any authority whatsoever 74 and, on the other hand, that a member of an administrative court cannot participate in judging an act where they have taken part in elaborating that same act. 75 often the principle of independence has an organic content and essentially extends to issues of an organisational nature of the court or the work of the court. it is however not always easy to distinguish the principle of independence from its corollary, the principle of impartiality. indeed, "ignorance of the requirement of independence mechanically leads to a violation of the principle of impartiality but the reverse is not 
true. "
76 The fact remains that in one case as in the other, these requirements weigh on both the court as an institution and the members of courts.
While it is not new in itself, the principle of impartiality has undergone a significant development in terms of case law, primarily related to the case law of the eCthr. impartiality is generally split into two categories: objective and subjective impartiality. The latter focuses on the person of the judge. Thus a relationship with a party or links to an earlier case will call that impartiality into question. if it is ever proven, a party may request the disqualification of the judge considered impartial only if there are serious grounds to do so. in the most serious cases, and if the impartiality concerns all of a court, use can be made of legitimate suspicion proceedings.
77 objective impartiality has led to substantial changes in administrative proceedings. This form of impartiality consists in criticising the organisation of the court and proceedings which can lead to -or suggest -a decision which might not appear to be fully impartial. it has been said that the structural duality of the Conseil d'Etat has been indirectly challenged before the eCthr but that the latter has not considered it, even in principle, as contrary to the requirements of article 6 (1) eChr.
78 however, the position of the former government commissioner has not benefited from the clemency of the eCthr. it is worth noting that the government commissioner was responsible for submitting, in the form of reasoned submissions, the solution to the legal problem raised by the litigation, a bit like an advocate general within the european Court of Justice. The eCthr was shaken by Kress v/ France in which the Court held that the presence of the government commissioner at the deliberations was in violation of the requirement of impartiality under article 6 (1) eChr. 79 The Court added, as part of the grounds of its judgment, the fact that the commissioner spoke at the end of the hearing without the parties being able to reply. 80 French jurisprudence voiced its deep disagreement with the eCthr by remarking that the latter had given way to the tyranny of appearances. The Decrees of 1 august 2006 and 7 January 2009 nevertheless drew the necessary consequences and amended French procedure in line with the recommendations of the eCthr. The most recent Decree took the opportunity to change the name of the institution and remove any risk of confusion on the part of litigants; it is now known as the rapporteur public. The principle of collegiality is also part of the guiding principles of administrative proceedings. it features explicitly in the CJa, at art. l. 3. Collegiality is consideredrightly -as a guarantee of fair and impartial justice. it carries with it the concept of peer review and is one of the keys to high-quality justice. it must be recognized, however, that the scope of the principle of collegiality is increasingly limited. sacrificed on the altar of efficiency and budget savings, it was necessary to remove it from certain proceedings requiring a decision from the single judge. moreover, the Constitutional Council found that the single-judge proceedings were not in themselves contrary to the Constitution; 82 it could scarcely do otherwise given the proliferation of such proceedings, be it in the judicial or the administrative sphere … it should be noted that the eCthr also rules as a single judge -and increasingly so. many areas now fall within the remit of the single judge procedure. This is so for vases involving social benefits, pensions, the disclosure of administrative records, local taxes, refusals to use the police to execute a court decision or disputes relating to unsafe buildings. This is also the case for referrals.
Principles Relating to the Fairness of Proceedings
The fairness of proceedings before the administrative court is guaranteed by a number of general principles or rules of the trial. These include the principle of equality of arms, the adversarial principle and, in general, the reliability of proceedings.
The concept of equality of arms is little used in French positive law. Jurisprudence is quicker to resort to it, probably given the influence of the eCthr, which has held that the principle of equality of arms "is one aspect of the broader concept of a fair trial before an independent and impartial tribunal." 83 under eChr law, the principle of equality of arms has mostly been applied in law enforcement, and criminal law in particular. in administrative proceedings, the idea that innervates this principle consists in ensuring that the frequent imbalance between the parties does not lead to an unbalanced treatment of the case where the administration would be preferred. The inquisitorial trial before an administrative judge is the first guarantee of the equality of arms. however, the adversarial principle naturally remains central. it is a general principle of law 84 and is the essence of equality of arms, of the rights of defence and, more generally, the reliability of the trial.
The adversarial principle, while being the essence of judicial proceedings, is not limited to it. indeed we know that this principle is also applied before independent 82 CC, 14 october 2010, QPC no. 2010-54, USMA. administrative authorities owing to the application of article 6 (1). 85 But it is obviously before the court that this principle has been acclaimed. it applies in the context of preliminary proceedings, with the disclosure of the case file to the official subject to disciplinary sanctions, for example.
86 at the litigation stage, it results in the obligation to submit briefs to the parties and the court shall transmit them any item of additional information received. if information filed by a party is subject to confidentiality, and in particular medical confidentiality, the court will not consider evidence of which the other party has no knowledge. 87 This naturally raises difficulties as regards the war on terror.
88 lastly, this also constituted grounds for France's condemnation by the eCthr in respect of the inability of the parties to know the meaning of the rapporteur public's conclusions, which justified the adoption of the Decree of 7 January 2009. 89 The adversarial principle is subject to restrictions in the context of emergency proceedings.
90
Fair judicial proceedings cannot be so without compliance with publicity and, more broadly, transparency requirements. The idea of transparency is at the heart of the very idea of justice. here we see the rationale of the publicity of hearings, which features under article l. 6. in other words, not everything need be made public but, if a hearing should be held, the latter will necessarily be public 91 and notified to the parties. The public nature of hearings is therefore, according to the Conseil d'État, a means for ensuring the respect of the rights of defence.
92 Therefore, and more generally, it is the reliability of the trial and transparency of the proceedings that guarantee the fairness of those proceedings and, therefore, the right to an effective judicial remedy. The principle of reliability, which has not been formalised per se in the sphere of proceedings before administrative courts, is guaranteed in practice by compliance, in particular, with the rules mentioned above and others, such as the fairness of legal argument, the requirement that reasons be given for a judgment (art. l.9 CJa) 93 , or 85 Ce, 3 December 1999, Didier, rec. at 399 ; Cass., 5 February 1999, COB c/ Oury, no. 97-16.441. 86 Cf., article 19 of the law of 13 July 1983 concerning the rights and obligations of civil servants.
87 Ce, ass., 6 november 2002, Moon Sun Myung, rec. 380. 88 This is also because of this that the Tribunal's rules of Procedure of the european union was revised in 2015 and in particular article 105 on the processing of information or documents relating to the union's security or that one or more of its member states or the conduct of their international relations. Ce, sect. 5 December 1924, Platon, rec. 270. even the obligation to give judgment within a reasonable timeframe. ultimately, this requirement of reliability and transparency embodies the very concept of justice, according to which justice must not be an abstraction, but rather a tangible reality.
A Comparative Approach
administrative justice, as it exists in France, is found in other european countries, with a more or less pronounced degree of similarity. also, included in a globalised legal space, administrative justice is now largely influenced by european laws, be it the law of the eu or that of the european Convention on human rights, or even the national administrative laws of other european states.
The Influence of French Administrative Justice in Europe
administrative justice is not a French exception, although it is sometimes presented as such. it is widely present elsewhere in the various european states. nevertheless, France has been a pioneer in rapidly developing a complete model of administrative justice, 94 characterised by full judicial dualism, from base to summit, and the creation of the Conseil d'Etat, the supreme administrative court which has the 'particularity' of combining judicial and advisory functions. 95 The administrative justice or, conversely, decided to retain the legal organisation whilst adapting it to their legal culture.
Today, administrative justice continues to occupy a significant place in europe: 16 of the 28 member states of the european union have an administrative justice system.
100
The French system is however not reproduced identically and jurisdictional duality does not necessarily imply the presence of a Conseil d'Etat. There are four categories.
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Firstly, the supreme administrative Court, which has exclusive jurisdictional powers; this is the case in germany. secondly, the Conseil d'Etat with judicial and advisory responsibilities; this is the French model. Thirdly, the single supreme Court including a specialist administrative chamber; this is the spanish example. and, more recently, the supreme Court, a single and undivided entity, where the same court formation hears administrative, civil, criminal or social cases; this is the British model.
The Influence of European Laws on the French Administrative Justice
The French administrative justice first had to evolve under a battering from the laws of the european union and european Convention on human rights. in addition, it could no longer ignore other national administrative laws (european in particular), which now influence the judgments of administrative courts.
The Influence of EU and ECHR Law on Administrative Justice
While the French administrative courts only belatedly agreed to that european law should prevail over national law, 102 the primacy of eu law, as interpreted by the european Court of Justice, and the acceptance of eCthr case law, are now assured overall. The influence of these two european sources has caused significant changes to French administrative justice.
6.2.1.1. The extension of the administrative Court's Powers The desire to apply the law of the european union effectively and uniformly, with a view to ensuring the establishment of free and undistorted competition between economic operators, rather quickly resulted in a framework for the institutional and procedural autonomy enjoyed by member states. eu law has been a transformation factor for national administrative law including "the conditions for fulfilling the court 's mission;" 103 A.J.D.A. 290-294 (2007) .
102 Ce, ass., 20 oct. 1989, Nicolo, rec. at 190 103 mehdi rostane, Le contentieux administratif 143-175 (Droit nationaux, droit communautaire: influences croisées. en hommage à louis Dubouis, la documentation française, Paris 2000).
generally, in the name of the effective judicial protection of eu citizens,6.2.1.2. Changes to administrative Trials many of these requirements, related to effective judicial protection, in terms of access to the courts but also the conduct of the trial, are shared by the european Convention on human rights.
although the standards drawn the european Convention on human rights do not have the same contentious properties as eu law, they influence French administrative disputes in no small way by establishing minimum standards. articles 6 (1) and 13 respectively enshrine the right to fair trial and the right to an effective remedy; the european Court has gradually defined the contours thereof and set requirement levels so that they are respected. While article 6 (1) in principle covers 'civil rights or obligations' and 'any criminal charge' , the european Court has interpreted these concepts broadly so to include administrative cases within the scope of that provision.
112 moreover, the european Court has taken a broad approach to the concept of 'court' , impervious once again to national qualifications.
The standard of protection required by the european Convention has prompted changes in French administrative disputes. regarding the effective access to the courts, 113 the French administrative courts have agreed to hear cases previously deemed inadmissible, in order to meet the requirements of a fair trial. owing to their effects or their gravity, certain disciplinary sanctions against prisoners or soldiers have been removed from the category of internal measures to become administrative acts that are open to challenge.
114 similarly, the administrative courts have extended their oversight of certain acts owing to the requirements of the european Convention, leading for example to passing from the review of manifest errors of assessment to normal review of disciplinary sanctions within the civil service.
115
Furthermore, the jurisprudence of the european Court has also resulted in amendments to the course of administrative proceedings. While the application of article 6 (1) essentially led to adjustments, without the functional duality of the The influence of european law has also paved the way for state liability for judicial activity.
6.2.1.3. state liability for the activities of administrative Justice state liability may be incurred as a consequence of the malfunctions of administrative justice. 119 The scenarios in which a litigant may be entitled to compensation have been expanded under the influence of european law. eu law, on the one hand, set down as a guarantee of the full effectiveness of its norms the introduction of a remedy conferring entitlement to compensation for the litigant whose rights have been infringed in the content of a breach of Community law by a member state, 120 including those instances where the breach may be imputed to a supreme court. 121 This case law was received in French law by the Conseil d'Etat, which enshrined the possibility that state liability may be incurred where the content of a judicial decision, even where this is final, is vitiated by a manifest breach of eu law intended to confer rights to private individuals.
122
The law of the european Convention has also led to the creation of a new compensatory remedy. article 6 (1) requires, in compliance with the right to a fair trial, that court decisions be delivered within a reasonable period of judgment. 
French Administrative Justice under the Influence of European Administrative Laws
French administrative law is often presented as a model and considered historically unresponsive to comparative law. in fact, comparative law has always had its place in the debate in French administrative jurisprudence. however, today, comparative law no longer serves so much to legitimise the French model as it does to destabilise it. 126 in addition, the comparative law argument is now widely used by du contentieux -assembly and litigation section) benefited from comparative legal research in 2014. 136 The comparative law unit's role is not limited to the Conseil d'Etat's litigation functions since it also has a part to play in the context of the Conseil's advisory functions. studies of various social topics such as electronic cigarettes or same-sex marriage were conducted out by the administrative sections. This recourse to foreign law by the administrative courts, however, has its limits in areas heavily influenced by national legal culture which preclude a comparative analysis.
lastly, comparative law has a number of functions within the Conseil d'Etat. Firstly, it serves to strengthen or reverse the legitimacy of established case law, particularly in the context of the integration of european norms. The finding of an isolated position in relation to other foreign courts regarding the interpretation of the law of the european union may for example lead to a long overdue reversal of precedent. 137 Conversely, an analysis of judicial decisions handed down by the european courts adopting a divergent position can strengthen the Conseil d'Etat in its stance by wanting to mark stand apart on particular issues. lastly, the comparative law argument can drive the creative force of the administrative courts and bring about changes in the state of the law on a sensitive social issue.
Statistical Elements
The Conseil d'Etat publishes an annual report on the advisory and litigation activities of administrative courts. This illustrates those activities in numbers. 118 bills, 68 draft orders, 4 draft laws, 800 decrees and 32 opinions were examined by the Conseil d'Etat. The average time taken to review bills is relatively short: 25% of the texts were examined in less than 4 days and 99% of texts were examined in less than two months. it is the same for the average time devoted to reviewing draft decrees: 19% were examined within four days and 86% in less than two months.
The Jurisdictional Activities of the Administrative Courts in 2015
Before the Conseil d'Etat, 8727 cases were filed, a decrease of 28% compared to 2014 and 9712 cases were tried, a decrease of 20.7% compared to 2014. in addition, 160 136 For a very recent example, concerning the export to spain of the gametes of the applicant's dead husband so that she may proceed with a post-mortem insemination in that country, Ce, 31 may 2016, mme C., no. 396848. Before the administrative courts of appeal, 30,597 cases were filed, an increase of 2.5% compared to 2014 and 30,540 were decided, an increase of 2% compared to 2014. The average time of judgment is 10 months and 25 days, a 25% reduction between 2005 and 2015. lastly, 78.9% of the decisions of administrative courts of appeal have confirmed the decisions of administrative tribunals. 96.6% of judgments handed down by administrative courts were final, i.e. no appeal was brought against them.
Before the administrative courts, 192,007 were filed, a decrease of 1.8% compared to 2014 with 188,783 cases decided, an increase of 0.3% compared to 2014.The average time of judgment is 10 months and 9 days, a reduction of 36.4% between 2005 and 2015.
